Achieve Publication
Success
Drafting and publishing a manuscript can be a complicated process. To simplify that
process, Karger has teamed up with Enago, a leading supplier of editing services.
We offer Enago‘s structured program with 15+ courses that cover various aspects of
academic writing and publishing. All courses have been developed by top publication
experts with more than 20 years of experience.

BENEFITS
FOR UNIVERSITIES

WHAT THE
STUDENTS GET

Develop your students‘ writing and
publishing skills

Access to a step-by-step approach for
understanding academic publishing

Improved quality of research output from
universities

Improved understanding of international
standards in publishing

Higher number of publications in highimpact journals

Access to publishing experts and Q&As

Provide best-in-class education and help
researchers archieve publication success

Flexible, self-timed, and assessed courses
Certificates on course completion

Monthly updates on your students‘
progress

GET STARTED NOW!
Send all enquiries to
15+ Courses
Cover all aspects of
academic publishing

learn@karger.com

Discuss your problems
Get solutions to your
publication problems
from experts

Learn from experts
Avg. experience of our
experts is more than
20 years

Have a look at the available courses: www.kargerlearn.com

Assisting universities in helping researchers increase awareness about
academic publishing

KEY FEATURES
Best-in-class videos
High-quality video and
audio course to engage
the learner

Multiple languages
Available in English,
Japanese, Chinese, Korean,
and Spanish languages

Course certificates
Certification available
to learners after completion
of program

Hassle-free setup
We can set up Enago
Learn for your students
and members

Convenience
Easy access anytime,
anywhere, from any
desktop or mobile device

Track progress
Personalized dashboard
shows learners their
progress

How to Write an Effective Research Paper

Becoming a Peer Reviewer

Structure of an Original Article:
Title to Conclusion (IMRAD)

What Is Ethics & Why Is It Important
in Research?

Know the Scholarly Publishing Lifecycle

Strategies for Marketing Your
Research Paper

Publishing in Humanities

The Pros and Cons of Open Access
Publishing

Choosing the Right Journal for Your
Research

How to Present at International
Conferences

Boosting Your Citation Count

How to Structure a Review Article

How to Submit a Journal Article and
Get it Published

Learn to Write a Successful
Grant Proposal

Important Forms of Presenting Data:
Charts, Figures, and Tables

Understanding Research Metrics:
Impact Factor, Altmetrics, and H-index

Have a look at the available courses: www.kargerlearn.com
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